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YourDost
 According to the WHO, 1 in every 4 Indians is
going through stress. The student community,
in particular, is seeing an increase in stress
levels in recent times. In the midst of all this, it's
important to remember that some people are
great athletes, while others are awkward. Some
people are gifted bakers, while others tend to
burn everything they touch in the kitchen. No
one person has it all together. 



 We are happy to announce that in addition to
our existing Well-being Cell's counselling
services we are starting the online counselling
services in collaboration with Your Dost.  

None of the sessions you take on the platform
are shared with anyone, including the
institution. With this, we also want to reaffirm
the fact that apart from your academic and
professional success, we at IIIT Delhi also care
tremendously about your complete well being.



Nothing beats a classic Dosa in a hot afternoon,
does it? What if it’s not just a classic one but
multiple varieties of Masala Dosa along with
some vada pav? Well, the afternoon is sorted
here in IIITD with Dosa Inc serving their sizzling
South Indian dishes on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 12 PM to 3PM. They have a van parked
right in front of the seminar building from which
you can order and eat your favorite South
Indian dish. So, get the South Indian cuisine vibe
going!

STRAIGHT FROM
THE SOUTH

Dosa Inc



 NAAC
Inspection

The National Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC) is one of the most reputable
national institutions which accredits
educational organizations. It has previously A
accredited IIITD via it's extensive rating system. 



The NAAC peer team visited IIITD for a re-
assesment of its rating on 15-17th March
2022, during which it assessed various aspects
of our institution. The team was greeted with
cultural performances and later interacted
with the students and staff of IIITD.

IIITD is proudly a NAAC accredited university
and looks forward to it's re-assesed



Club Events
ZPC - 21

Évariste was back with another Zero
Prerequisite Contest in March. Students were
given material to read, and based on their
understanding they answered some questions.

D4rkc0de
D4rkc0de conducted a session to discuss the
solutions of d4rkc0de recruitment CTF 2022 -
Forensics and Reverse Engineering.



Tasveer-Photowalk
For the first time since the pandemic, Tasveer
planned a Photowalk at Sunder Nursery for all
the shutterbugs of IIITD. They also conducted a
Mini Picturesque after the Photowalk. The
winners of the Picturesque will be recruited into
the club.



[d4rkc0de X Electroholics]
Rubber Ducky

The team walked the participants through how
to build their own USB Rubber Ducky using
much cheaper Arduino compatible
microcontroller boards. They taught
participants how to program these attacks using
Ducky script and convert the script into Arduino
code.



A fun offline jam session where everyone
vibed with the Audiobytes crew!

Acoustic Night [Audiobytes]



Critical Bid : First of
Everything by Finnexia

First Offline Event of Finnexia the event
consisted of Auction and Trading in order to
achieve the final product. The event was open
for everyone in IIITD



SPORTIFY - A Sports &
Entertainment Quiz

Trivialis conducted SPORTIFY - SPENT Quiz
(Sports + Entertainment), their first offline event.
Questions were asked on everything from
Kanye West's IG to Taylor Swift letters, from
Squid Game to Sacred Games and from
Formula 1 to Premier League.

Fintalks: Portfolio
Management

Finnexia held FinTalks,
featuring Shubham 
Mittal, a financial 
advisor with 5 years of 
experience where they
discussed topics like 
Personal Finance, 
Stock Market, Mutual 
Funds, and Portfolio
 Management



A 3-day event was
held to learn the
popular Flutter
Framework, which
has gained a lot of
attention from the
Dev folks for its 

UI/UX Workshop [IEEE]
IEEE-IIIT Delhi 
conducted a 
workshop to help 
learn how to make 
beautiful high-fidelity 
prototypes in just 
60 minutes. 

Flutter Festival Day 1[Google
Developers' Students Club]



Cyborg was back with Unimake (All About
Robots). With a 
team size of 1-3 this 
competition 
focused on the 
enhancement of 
current robots to the
Introduction of new 
Robots. Solutions by 
participants can
solve daily life problems with some machine
learning models which can solve a complex
world crisis!

Unimake by Cyborg

versatility between Android, iOS, Windows
and the Web! It's a cross-platform
framework that enables you to just create
applications across multiple operating
systems from a single codebase.



The Cyber Security Club 'd4rkc0de' has won the
first prize in Aurora 2.0: Capture the Flag (CTF)
contest organized by Delhi Technological
University (Formerly DCE). CTF is a 12-hour
online contest comprising of a set of challenges
from a range of categories like cryptography,
web security, forensics, steganography, reverse
engineering, binary exploits, etc

TechnoDraft by ACM

ACM's first offline
Tech GD - where
they assigned some
of the most fun and
slightly controversial
tech figures and
topics, while the
participants got to 

Aurora 2.0 Competition

indulge with all fellow tech enthusiasts.



Aurora 2.0 Competition
The Cyber Security Club 'd4rkc0de' has won the
first prize in Aurora 2.0: Capture the Flag (CTF)
contest organized by Delhi Technological
University (Formerly DCE). CTF is a 12-hour
online contest comprising of a set of challenges
from a range of categories like cryptography,
web security, forensics, steganography, reverse
engineering, binary exploits, etc

Fintalks - Session 4 by Finnexia
Talk on taxation for salaried individuals taken by
Parth Vya



The Cultural Council came back with a bang,
with its much-awaited offline event: Namaste
IIITD welcoming everyone on campus through
an ethnic DJ night extravaganza. The event saw
the staggering participation of 350+ students
and was filled with joy and happiness all along. 

CULTURAL
COUNCIL



The theme was Bollywood and the mood was
set for fun. Dinner bowls and refreshments
were also provided to end the night on a
celebratory note.



We saw , We Fought and We Conquered!
It's finally a wrap at the AGASTYA'22 at NSUT,
and our college emerged with flying colors. It
was a blast for both the participants and the
spectators who witnessed epic battles among 8
universities in various sports such as Cricket,
Football, Volleyball, Chess, Table Tennis,
Basketball, Kabbadi, Badminton, and many
other sports from 11th March to 13th March
2022.

SPORTS
COUNCIL



The Chess Team, consisting of Tathagat Pal,
Vishesh Agrawal, Aaryendra Chhabra, Tanmay
Garg, Hari. P. Nambiar, shone at their brightest
among the rest bringing home a Gold! . To
accompany this, Ananya Kansal showcased a
brilliant performance in Table Tennis and
brought home a Bronze! 



All in all, it was a magnificent display of talent
and teamwork going hand in hand, bearing
spectacular results and we couldn't be more
proud of our players.
With each passing year, the pool of enthusiastic
and talented players keeps increasing. Trials in
various sports were held to rebuild the college
teams as another step toward bolstering
sporting activities on campus. Students from all
years and branches keenly participated in
football, badminton, cricket, 
lawn tennis, chess, table tennis, 
and basketball trials. We at the 
Sports Council are proud to say 
that IIITD is well on its way to 
becoming a sports giant in the 
coming years.



CHAMPIONS
OF 
IIITD

Event
Organized

by Winners

ZPC-21 Évariste

1st Prize - Jai Singh
2nd Prize - Adarsh

Raj shivam
3rd Prize - Jatin tyagi

 



Event Organized
by

Winners

DTIYS
Pokemon
Artwork
Winners

Meraki

Aditi Saxena
Abhinav Sharma
Aaditya Gupta  
Kumar Rishav
Nayan Dwivedi
Shagun Mohta 

Raghav Sakhuja
 

 Aurora 2.0 :
Capture the
Flag (CTF)

Delhi
Technological

University
(Formerly

DCE)

First Prize
Winners :

Arpit Nandi,
Manan Gupta,

Priyansh Anand,
Mehul Arora

Sarthak Kalpasi
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